Interns hi ps to Studi o West Students ...

globalbridge is a unique platform allowing young people to showcase
their talents and connect with future opportunities.

Connections made through globalbridge!
We have been busy working with schools over the past few weeks to ensure that all young
people are up-and-running on the globalbridge platform, with some fantastic connections
already made!

These connections highlight how globalbridge is helping motivate people, which
encouraged us to launch our new social media #MondayMotivation - weekly posts
designed to inspire and enthuse!
To see more #MondayMotivation, and to keep up to date on all things globalbridge,
follow us on TWITTER, INSTAGRAM, FACEBOOK, and LINKEDIN.

Click below to login and see the latest globalbridge profiles and
opportunities!

globalbridge - "careers strategy starts in the North"
globalbridge was last week featured in the September 'Supporting Inspirations'
newsletter, produced by the Education Development Trust (EDT). The EDT aims to

transform lives by improving education around the world, and provides a range of
research and support for teachers in various areas.

In the article, globalbridge was once again called a "unique platform", with the support it
provides schools in meeting the new Gatsby benchmarks particularly emphasised.

You can read the full article by clicking here!

STUDIO WEST School - A small school making a big difference!
Last week globalbridge was introduced at Studio West School, Newcastle, with over 300
students launched onto the platform. The vision of Studio West is to deliver an innovative
learning experience which equips young people with the business and enterprise skills
for the challenges of the 21st century - a perfect partner for globalbridge!

CONNECTIONS MADE! NHSBSA offers TWO internships to Studio
West students!
Following the launch onto globalbridge, two Studio West Students were selected by the
NHSBSA for their much sought after technology placements.

Are you a business who wants to engage with their future workforce? Or a school
who wants to help their students connect with opportunities? Email globalbridge

to find out how we can help!

Find out more about Studio West - click below!

Connect with us

Thanks for reading!
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